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Introduction
After watching hours after hours of hardcore porn, sometimes it's nice to just take a step back, relax, and
watch some hot masturbation. This is the realm of real orgasms, crazy sex toys, and chicks that truly do
look like they're having a good time. 360 Solos is a real education in what makes a woman moan, that's
for sure.

Adult Review
360 Solos has a rather impressive looking member's area. They're set up so that you can easily get to the network or the site
content within one click, and it certainly looks pretty snazzy. Most of the navigation options are going to take you right to the
network - for the 360 Solo stuff there's a tab for Featured Series. 
  
  There are 48 solo masturbation videos and photo sets here. The number may seem low to some viewers, but once you start
hearing the cries of pleasure and moans of orgasm, you aren't going to be complaining. Plus when you see how massive this
network is, you can't help but stare in awe.
  
  The videos are offered in three different types of downloads. The best quality is the 576x432 2mbps AVI, but there is also
WMV for those of you that prefer that format, and MP4 for watching porn on the go. If you'd rather not download, they have
your back with a streaming flash option as well. The performer's name is clickable so that you can go right to their other sets
on both 360 Solos and the network - a handy feature. One of their most striking scenes shows off a dark haired vixen named
Julissa Deluv, whose tight and toned body is just made to fuck a vibe, dildo, or whatever else she can get her hands on. 
  
  The photo sets are much better quality than you normally see on big networks like this. They are crisp and clear at 500x800,
and the action mirrors the videos typically. This lets you to see those little things that you tend to pick up in digital stills more
than the video - and if you like collecting your porn, this will give you plenty to grab.
  
  Now you're probably wondering about just how awesome this network is. It is over 20,000 videos strong, with an additional
120+ bonus sites. How many other networks do you know about that offers that much damn porn? Although it's hard to tell
how often 360 Solos updates, you'll have plenty to keep your dick happy in between.

Porn Summary
360 Solos has hot content but an unknown update schedule. That's offset by the fact that they offer access to one of the most
impressive porn networks on the market.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Pornstars Poking Their Holes For You'
Quality: 84  Updates: 83 Exclusive: 82 Interface: 84
Support: 90 Unique: 80    Taste: 82        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
All Anal Movies (86) ,Fucking Machine 1000 (83) ,Rap Video Auditions (83) ,All Hairy Girls (83) ,Blow Patrol (82) ,
Handjob Harry (82) ,Cum Covered Glasses (82) ,All Interracial (82) ,Anally Asian (82) ,Lesbo Trick (82) ,Wife Wants Black
Cock (81) ,Anime Ilustrated (81) ,Booty Studio (79) ,Food Bangers (77) ,Service Whores (70) ,Bang My Stepmom (Preview) ,
I Am Eighteen (Preview) ,Asian Exotics (Preview) ,Awesome Interracial (Preview) ,Round Juicy Butts (Preview) ,Anal
Intensity (Preview) ,Anal Starlets (Preview) ,Anal ASAP (Preview) ,Amateur Idols (Preview) ,Real Blowjob Auditions
(Preview) ,Pornstar Tryouts (Preview) ,Lesbian Sistas (Preview) ,Camel Toe HOs (Preview) ,XXX At Work (Preview) ,Whale
Tailn (Preview) 
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Porn Niches
SexToys, Solo

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $14.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Every 2
Weeks

Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 48
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